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1 Claim. (Cl. 94-15) 

This invention relates to traffic control means and more 
particularly to highway marking means for the control 
and spacing of automobiles on the highway. 
The present system is primarily for use on main tra?ic 

arteries, parkways and thruway-type high speed high 
ways having few or no traffic lights. 
The present system is intended to reduce or eliminate 

many of the hazards and di?iculties of travel and to im 
prove tra?‘ic control and movement on highways. 

Such hazards include accidents involving several cars 
in bad pileups, trat?c jams with cars backed up before 
some minor road obstacle, di?‘iculties in merging lanes of 
tra?’ic, difficulty entering onto express highways from 
approach ramps, and constant driver tension in massed 
tra?ic moving erratically at high speed. 

These hazards of travel on such highways result prin 
cipally from: 

(a) Insu?icient distance between moving vehicles. 
(b) Erratic speed control of some drivers. 
(c) Excessive high speeds of some vehicles. 
(d) Comparatively slow speed of other vehicles. 
(e) Tr-a?ic pileups resulting from road obstacles such 

as construction, blowouts, repairs, accidents, etc. 
(If) Merging of two or more lanes of tra?ic. 
(g) Entrance of vehicles onto the highway. 
‘Under previous systems, the drivers of vehicles were 

permitted freedom to operate their automobiles in any 
fashion they desired, provided they did not exceed the 
speed limit of drive in such a radical manner as to be 
termed reckless. 
The result of this previous method was that most 

drivers, having no way of knowing and no discipline to 
teach them, usually drove with their automibles too close 
to preceding cars. And when, for any reason it became 
necessary for them to suddenly stop, or to slow down, or 
to take evasive action, they were unable to do so in the 
space available ahead of their car. 

Furthermore, with no way of knowing and no discipline 
to teach them, when the car ahead of them slowed down 
‘at .a merger point or at a road obstacle, they would drive 
so close to the vehicle preceding them that two or more 
lanes of traflic could not merge together to pass around 
the obstacle except very slowly. 

It is claimed that the present invention makes possible 
the reduction or elimination of these hazards by control 
ling the spacing between vehicles and has the following 
purposes and objectives: 

(a) Safe and su?icient spacing will be maintained be 
tween vehicles on the highway to permit avoidance of 
accidents regardless of speed. 

(b) Vehicles will proceed at a steadier speed in the line 
of moving trat?c. 

(c) There will be less variation in speed as between 
different vehicles; slow drivers will be encouraged to 
drive faster and fast drivers will be persuaded to drive 
slower. 

(d) Tra?ic will proceed smoothly around road ob 
stacle-s. 

(e) The merging of multiple lanes of tra?ic will be ac 
complished without pileup of vehicles before the point of 

. merger. 

(f) Vehicles will be enabled to enter upon a high speed 
highway without danger to themselves or to the drivers of 
cars proceeding at high speed on the highway. 

(g) The passage of fast vehicles around trucks and 
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2 
other slow vehicles on the highway will be readily ac-v 
complished without hazard. 

(h) The movement of police cars, ambulances and 
other emergency vehicles through lanes of moving traf?c 
on high speed highways will be facilitated. 
A recommended spacing between moving vehicles on a 

highway is one car length for each 10 miles per hour of 
vehicle speed. The system of the present invention pro— 
vides a guide for the control of spacing between cars, 
comprising of dots or markers on the surface of highways 
at spaced intervals down the center of each tra?ic lane, 
together with such roadside signs as will instruct drivers 
as to how to maintain adequate spacing between ve 
hicles consistent with the speed of tra?ic on that highway 
or that particular stretch of highway. 

‘For example, on a stretch of highway over which it 
is desired to maintain a spacing of 90 feet between mov 
ing vehicles, dot-s or markers will be applied to the sur 
face of the highway at 341/2 foot intervals down the 
middle of each tra?‘ic lane according to a formula which 
will be discussed. 
At frequent intervals along this stretch of highway, 

signs will be erected which will instruct drivers to con 
stantly keep two of the dots or markers in view between 
their car and the car preceding them. These signs will be 
designed to impress on the drivers the necessity for always 
keeping at least two of the dots in view on the highway 
ahead of them by not driving too close to the car pre 
ceding. 

In order for them to constantly be able to see at least 
two dots on the highway ahead, it will be necessary for 
them to remain at least approximately 90 feet behind the 
preceding vehicle. 

Preferably the distance between dots on the surface 
of the roadway will vary to suit the particular road or 
tra?ic conditions. At merger points or entrance points 
on high speed highways, it will be desired to increase the 
distance between dots and thereby provide greater space 
between moving vehicles to permit the merger or en 
trance o-f other vehicles into the moving lane of tra?‘ic. 
At other points on highways, for example where tra?‘ic 

generally moves slowly, less distance between dots will be 
desirable since cars can safely proceed closer together. 

Preferably it will be arranged to have the dots painted 
a different color on the highway to notify drivers of 
hazards ahead or of changes in spacing desired. For 
example, a change of color from white dots to bright 
yellow dots may be used to indicate that close attention 
by the driver is needed while traversing the road imme 
diately ahead. 

It is anticipated that constant, repetitive exposure to 
this present system of tra?ic control and discipline will 
in?uence drivers to subconsciously maintain a constant 
speed, not too slow, not too fast, in keeping with the pace 
of general tra?ic ?ow. 
The speed or pace may be pre-established, and reestab 

lished at intervals, by police cars, by moving indicators at 
intervals along the highway, by lines of lights set in the 
road or by the roadside, arranged to ?ash at predeter 
mined time intervals to create the illusion of lights moving 
at a precalculated speed, or by such other means as will 
become apparent to those skilled in the art to which this 
invention pertains. 
The present system is particularly useful at merging 

points. If the spacing is maintained and the cars do not 
close up, the two lanes can merge at a good rate of speed 
with considerably more safety than the usual‘ starting and 
stopping bumper to bumper. 
Maximum speed laws are not the complete answer to 

tra?‘ic control. Smooth ?ow and adequate spacing pat 
terns will tend to eliminate multiple car accidents. It is 
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safer at 60 m.p.h. in a‘ smooth pattern than at 20 or'30 
m.p.h. in an erratic pattern. . 
Most drivers will stay in a reasonably paced pattern. 

It is only discontinuities in the ?owsuch as very‘ slow or. 
very fast drivers,‘ changes in the road conditionssuch as, 
curves, hills, or entering traffic that break up‘ the smooth 
?ow. It is ‘analogous to laminar ?ow and turbulence in 
air ?ow or liquid ?ow. > . ' 
The change in dot spacing of the present system is 

analogous to velocity modulation in electron ?owv when 
the electronsare bunched, except that. the idea here is to 
prevent bun'ching caused by. speed variation. ' 

Most drivers will respond to 
cially if this‘ is the course of leasttrouble for them. vIt 
discipline is well organizedand people arefwcll educated 
as to what is expected of them, as in military discipline, 
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The nearest driver has two markers M1, M2,..in view; 
the next driver sees markers M3, M4, etc. The markers 
are placed ‘along the center of the lane with a predeter— 
mined spacing. The markers may be painted white dots 
preferably paintedywith' a paint" having high re?ection 
characteristics for night driving or other equivalents. The 
spacing 'is‘chosen by ?rst determining the predetermined 

. speed, for instance, at. a speed of 60 ‘mph it would be 

10' 

desirable to space the cars six car lengths or about 90 feet. 
Thenthrough application of the following formula, the 

' _ correct spacing between markers or dots to achieve the 

reasonable control espe-' , 

15 

they willrespond practically one hundred percent, and 1 
hopeless cases will be immediately apparent; 

Tra?ic control is a-matter of educatiomtpropercom 
munication, applied'psychology, plus the new techniques 
of subconscious motivation developed by the advertising 
industry.’v The present invention'ma'kes. use of thesertech 
niques. It is believed that the spaced. markersplus re 
peated visual instructions will haves subconsciousaswell 
as a conscious etfect‘and may even develop into a con 
ditioned re?ex. " . 1 ' ' ‘ 

Accordingly, a principalobjectof the. invention is vto 
provide new and improved traffic. control 'means. 
1 Another objectof'theinvention iszto provide means 
to maintain a. smoothqtraf?c flow pattern. 

_ Another object of theinvention is to. proyide means to, 
maintaina predetermined safe spacing between cars. 
Another object of .the invention ‘is toprovide. means to 

desired spaceibetween cars will be attained: 
cars desired —— ‘ Dot Spacing=Distance between 

' ' =90~21 K = 34.5 feet 

where K:the_nearest pointon the road a driver may 
see in front. An average value foriK would be 21. feet. 

a If the dots were spaced 341/2 feet apart and the drivers 
instructed to keep two (2) dotsin view at all times, a safe 
spacing Condition would be; maintained at all times. 
Suitable signs are preferably'installed at periodic inter 

: valsualong‘ thehighway as follows: 
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maintain'a predeterminedsafe spacing’ between cars com- 1 
prising a series of markers. having} predetermined spacing 35 
combined with visual instructions vto maintain a spacing , 
of. two or more markers. 
Another object of the inventioniis to providean im-' 

proved means of merging moving lanesof tra?ic.“ 
Another object of the inventiontisrto provide a means 

of notifying motorists of hazardous traf?ctzones. 
Another object of the invention is to: provide an. im-> 

proved means of expediting the ‘entrance.ofgvehicleslonto 
express highways. ' 

Another object ofpthe invention is to. provide 7a method 
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of regulating the spacing between moving vehicles on’the ' 
highway consistent with‘ the speed of those vehicles. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a means 
of spacing moving vehicles on highwaysso that the likeli 
hood of accidents‘ willlbe reduced. ; y 

Another object of the ‘inventionis to provide a means 
of spacing’vehicles. on highways with the result. that police 
vehicles, ambulances and other emergency equipment will, 
be enabled toprogress through the. open- spaces between. 
vehicles regardless of thevolume of traf?c. 

Another object ofjthelinvention is to provide aimeans: 
of spacing vehicles in lanes of traf?cwith the result that. 
the lanes will be readily able to converge into singlelanes 
to- detour around roadobstaclessuch as accidents,_>ro,ad 
repairs, stalled cars,.etc. ' ‘ ' ' 

. Another object of the invention is tov stabilize the con 
duct of operators of vehicles onhthe highway consciously 
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and subconsciously with. the result that. thisimproved , 
conduct and discipline will. reducethe strain and-.hazards. 
of motor vehicle operation.‘ . 

' These and other objects of 
apparent from the following speci?cation and. drawings, 
of which? , . ' V 

FIGURES 1 and 2 are diagrams illustrative. of the inven 
tion, and i ' . - ' 

. FIGURE 35is a schematic showingratraveling signal 
paced for use with the systembf the present invention. 

the invention, will: become 
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<KEEP_»2‘ DOTS . 
IN 'VIEW ' 

IN FRONT 
. OF YOU 

Where local conditions. change such as on bills or 
around curves or in merging-traffic conditions, the spacing 
of theidots may be. gradually variedrto increase the spac 
ing between cars at these?points. 'This variation will not 
cause a bunching or closing up if it is done gradually 
since it is only more or less abrupt discontinuities that 
will break up the pattern. Avthree or more dot system 
could. be used, but it is felt that two is the most conven 
ient number. I ' 

FIGURE -2. illustrates a], merging situation where the 
distance between dots is gradually increased from a 1 unit 
spacing in the area A to a}1% spacing in the area B, to a 
11/2, unit spacing in the area CQand to a v2 unit spacing 
in‘ the, areapDa The areas A, B, C, and. D should be 
reasonably long,,for--instance, each 1A ,mile. Also, the 
steps could be more gradual, for'instance, 1.1 units, 1.2 
units, etc., so that the variation is smooth. ' 

If the carspapproaching the ‘merging point comply with 
the following instruction; 

TRAFFIC ZIPPER 
KEEP 2 DOTS IN VIEW 
‘DO NOT CLOSE UP ' 

‘they will be able to merge. at a good rate of speed in a 
relatively smooth manner and with considerably more 
safety than caused'by cars tryingto break into. a tightly 
closedline of traf?c.,, Thesame method may be used 
where new tra?ic enters the main road at entrances to the 
highway.- It is assumed thatptheseventrances will be of 
the gradual taperingvariety common to the modern ex 
press highway. 

The marker dots themselves will not establish vehicle 
speed. However, if the drivers are'instructed to maintain 
a certain ‘speed which-amajority of them will probably 
follow, they will set a pattern which 'will more or less 
coerce others to conform; , 

However, if desired,,separate speed pacing means may 
beprovided. This may be done with anocc'asional police 
car or spaced markers 10, 11, and 12 FIGURE 3 vmounted 

, on a travelingbelt B’ which is supported by and driven 

70 

FIGURES 4A-4G are diagrams illustrative of thein- f’ 
vention. , V . . 

' FIGURE'l shows a view illustrating proper spacing. 75 

by the pulleys 13, 14, 15 and’ so forth. Markers on the 
lower portion of the belt returning in the opposite direc 
tion are preferably Shieldedby a’ shield 20..‘ This belt 
need not be continuous along the road but may be spaced 
at periodic intervals. ' - 

, Alternatively, the traveling spaced markers may be 
provided'by ?ashing spaced-lamps along the side of the 
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A road in a predetermined pattern to simulate a group of 
spaced markers moving at the desired speed. The lights 
would be more effective at night, and could be made quite 
dim to minimize any detracting effect. 

This invention also offers a means to eliminate a phe 
nomenon of express highway tra?ic patterns, called the 
“accordion effect.” 

This is the peculiar condition commonly found on fast 
highways where traffic will be badly bunched although 
moving very fast, and yet there will be miles of open 
road before and behind the bunch. Apparently tra?ic 
will bunch up like that and then suddenly open up again 
and spread out, only to close up again. 

It is believed that this accordion effect is the result 
of cars piling up too close to one another when some minor 
cause results in a few of the leading cars slowing down 
momentarily. Because cars bunch up too close to one 
another, they are unable to accelerate again quickly. 
Each car must wait for the one ahead of him to get out 
of his way before he can accelerate. Thus all cars behind 
are delayed from accelerating until each of the individual 
cars ahead has gained the necessary space in front of him. 

If the system of the present invention was used and 
drivers trained not to close up, there would be room in 
front of each car to accelerate and the whole group could 
do it as quickly as their re?ex action permits. Under 
such a condition, there would just be a slight slowdown 
of the whole group and then a quick resumption of former 
speed. 

Instructions such as: 

MAINTAIN 2. DOT SPACING 

are ambiguous, as follows: 
FIGURES 4A and 4B, show the result when the dot 

system is misinterpreted by the motorist X if he attempts 
to relate the exact distance between 2 dots as the distance 
he should maintain between his car and the one Y ahead. 

In FIGURE 4A he actually has 2 dots on the roadway 
between his car and the one ahead. He can’t see dot - 
number 1, but he has judged it to be there. 

In FIGURE 4B, as he proceeds forward, there is an 
interval When he actually has only one dot on the pave 
ment between his car and the one ahead, but if he assumes 
that to have the 2 dots there momentarily at regular inter 
vals he is abiding by a 2 dot regulation, the result is that 
he will run only 40 feet behind the preceding car. As a 
result he only has 40 foot spacing. 

This, of course, is an extreme example but it would be 
the result of the thinking of some individuals unless they 
were taught to drive their cars with at least two dots in 
view on the pavement in front of them at all times. 
FIGURES 4C and 4D, show what would be a more 

common misinterpretation of the two dot rule. 
In FIGURE 4C the motorist in car X is interpreting 

the 2 dot rule to mean that he should keep the space 
equivalent of two dots between his car and the one ahead 
and he is making an effort to hold that space even though 
he can’t see the entire space between dots 1 and 2. 

In FIGURE 4D you see the result as car X proceeds 
forward. Now he can see two dots momentarily and has 
calculated he still has the space equivalent of two dots 
between him and the car ahead. As a result car X only 
has 70 foot spacing. 

This would be the most common interpretation of the 
two dot system if motorists were not properly indoctri 
nated in the proper method of staying back far enough 
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6 
to see two dots coming at him on the pavement all the 
time in kinematic fashion. 
A proper instruction is: 

KEEP TWO DOTS IN VIEW 

For instance, FIGURES 4E, 4F, and 4G, show the correct 
use of the 2 dot system. 

In FIGURE 4E car X is staying back far enough so 
that he can actually see dots 1 and 2 between his car and 
car Y. Dot number 3 is coming at him from under the 
rear of car Y and as soon as dot number 1 has vanished 
from view under his car, he will pick up dot 3 in his line 
of vision. 
FIGURE 4F shows that happening. He now has dots 

2 and 3 in his line of vision. Dot number 1 has dis 
appeared under his car. 
FIGURE 46 shows him proceeding further. Dot num 

her 2 has disappeared from view and he has picked up dot 
4. Note that dot 2 has not actually passed under his car, 
but it is no longer in view. The distance K will vary 
slightly for different cars but is not critical. A value of 
21 feet for K has been found to be an average value. 

This is a most important feature of the system. If 
drivers can disregard all of the business of trying to esti~ 
mate space and make no effort to use the dots or spaces 
between the dots as a guide to distance and instead, merely 
view the road as it unreels before them, keeping 2 dots in 
view at all times, they will automatically and subcon~ 
sciously without effort or calculation be the correct dis 
tance from the preceding car. This is by far the simplest 
and most effortless means, if drivers are properly educated. 

It is by keeping two or more of the dots constantly in 
view on the road ahead, that the driver automatically and 
without mental calculation maintains a prescribed distance 
from the car ahead. 

In other words, it is primarily the kinematic effect of 
the multiple dots on the highway appearing to move con 
stantly toward the driver, which accomplishes the objec 
tive. 
Under prior systems the most that has ever been done 

has been to mark off on the highway the distance desired 
between cars. This necessitated the dif?cult task of relat 
ing the distance between your car and the car ahead. 
Under my invention no such optical gymnastics are neces 
sary. Just so long as one is able to glimpse at least two 
dots on the road ahead at all times, the task is automatical 
ly accomplished. 

I claim: 
Tra?ic control means comprising a roadway, a line of 

markers on the road surface substantially in the center of 
a traffic lane and equally spaced a distance according to 
the formula, desired car spacing=2S+K, where S=spac 
ing between markers and K=a constant of substantially 21 
feet, where desired car spacing is related to the maximum 
legal speed, whereby drivers keeping two markers in view 
at all times will maintain the desired car spacing. 
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